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Serving as a leader in schools today is both challenging and frustrating, to say the least. 

Educators and leaders are under the pressures of accountability and working in a political climate 

like never before. This research brief is intended to provide a brief synopsis of the most current 

research being published regarding evidence-based leadership strategies and approaches, with 

the hope that it will provide you with some guidance and direction. All of the articles cited can 

be made available to you if you have an interest in reading further. In synthesizing the literature 

on school leadership, there are five essential components of leading a building or district through 

successful change. This brief will touch on all five components, in no particular order. 

 

UNDERSTAND AND CONTROL YOUR TIME 

Principals and school leaders are being expected to do more with fewer resources than ever 

before. Although time is one of your most valuable resources, it is also a scarce commodity. 

Having enough time in the day to meet the demands and expectations is nearly impossible. If you 

begin to view time as an available resource rather than as a constraint, you can begin to 

understand and control your time. Three simple ways to begin making the most of your time are: 

 

Do an analysis of how you are currently spending your time. Once you have an understanding of 

how you are currently spending your time, your current priorities will become clear. You can 

then ask yourself if you truly want to be spending your time the way you are. 

Make your meetings more efficient because “time is money already spent.” Are you getting your 

money’s worth during meetings? Do you prepare an agenda for your meetings? Do you have a 

time keeper? A Recorder? Have your groups established norms? 

Work to increase attendance by students and faculty – there is wasted effort when teachers are 

delivering lessons if many students are not there to experience and participate in the learning. In 

addition, it is a waste of time when you plan for a committee or faculty meeting and many 

teachers are absent or do not attend. 

Delegating is one of those things most people know they need to do, but not everyone is good at 

relinquishing control to others, especially in such a high stakes environment. Researchers have 

identified seven specific advantages of delegation which help one to understand the benefits of 

assigning tasks to others. 

 

Advantages of Delegation 

 

ADVANTAGE EXPLANATION 

Time - Increases the discretionary time of the leader 

Development - Develops knowledge and capabilities of delegates 

Trust - Demonstrates trust and confidence in delegates 

Commitment - Enhances commitment to delegates 

Information - Improves decision making with better information 

Efficiency - Enhances efficiency and timeliness of decisions 



Coordination - Fosters work integration by leader coordination 

  Cameron & Whetton, Developing Management Skills, p. 420. 

 

Although one may understand, conceptually, that delegation is important, it is often difficult to 

decide exactly what to delegate, and to whom. The following diagram provides a model for 

deciding when to delegate to an individual or to a team. 

 

 
 

PARENT AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

Engaging parents in their children’s education is a goal that most school leaders have, but is not 

an easy one to achieve. Schools may have difficulty communicating with parents (because of 

language barriers, transient families or a lack of communication channels), and many parents 

who, themselves, had negative experiences in school, do not trust the school. However, when 

school leaders and teachers can think outside of the box and find creative ways to involve parents 

in the school (not just PTA work, but opportunities to volunteer), parents feel more connected to 

the school, and therefore, more invested in their child’s education. Issues that most schools face, 

such as poor attendance, tardiness and lack of homework completion, begin to improve as 

parents become empowered to serve as partners in education. When working with parents and 

caregivers, “one size doesn’t fit all… We are working in the trenches. It is really tough work. 

Being aware of the differing values and perspectives of parents is important[BJ1] , and 

remembering that many  parents often feel invisible” (Aspen Institute, 2013). Research confirms 

that almost all parents want their children to do better than they did, and that, when provided 

with the proper resources and a welcoming school environment, parents will become involved 

with the school because education is important to them. 

 



In order to engage parents and the community in education, school leaders must have an accurate 

picture of the concerns of parents, teachers and community members. One can gain this 

understanding by examining both public opinion research (Kettering Foundation, Education 

Sector, etc.) and by conducting local research in the form of focus groups and even informal 

conversations. Really understanding the thoughts, interests and opinions of the local community 

guides a school leader in their decision making processes. 

 

Educating parents and community members about the issues the school is facing is crucial. When 

schools are contemplating and introducing important changes, dialogue, rather than debate, is a 

step that can be taken to uncover assumptions, build trust and bridge any gaps in communication 

that may exist. Boards of Education must be educated about the constraints and pressure under 

which schools are operating. Dialogue informs people about the challenges the school is facing, 

and allows them the opportunity to contribute their ideas about how new programs will be 

implemented. 

BUILD ON STRENGTHS FIRST 

Every school community has strengths, and this is often a good place to start investing resources. 

Leaders must understand that they cannot do it alone, and the leader who shares the load by 

building on the strengths of others will be most effective. Many schools are turning to teacher 

leaders to fulfill some of the responsibilities required of administrators. Look for teachers in your 

building who want to improve  their craft; focus on the teacher who asks for meaningful 

feedback, asks for suggestions on how to improve, and reads current research. With the 

investment of some resources, teacher leaders have the potential to help guide the school through 

change. High-poverty schools that focus on building the capacity of teacher leaders are turning 

their schools around. 

 

Asking parents and the community for help in dealing with a particular problem can also be a 

very effective strategy. Many issues schools face, like truancy and a high school dropout 

problem can’t be handled by the school alone, and require community engagement projects and 

partnerships with parents in order to overcome them. 

 

CONCENTRATE ON THE FEW THINGS THAT WILL PRODUCE THE GREATEST 

RESULTS 

Staff 

People are the most precious resource in a school. Good leaders make it a priority to invest in the 

people in their buildings in terms of hiring and staffing, professional development, supervision 

and evaluation. Those leaders who have little choice with regard to the hiring process must invest 

more time in professional development supervision and evaluation. 

 

Genuine improvements in teaching and learning require a shift in what people believe to be 

possible. This is why hope that change is possible is crucial. A good leader must work hard to 

instill hope in the teachers and students in the school. One way this can be done is by reading 

research on successful turnaround schools, and visiting and observing schools and classrooms 

who have met their student achievement goals. 

Professional Learning Communities 

 



“The most powerful strategy for improving both teaching and learning is to create the 

collaborative culture and collective responsibility of a Professional Learning Community (PLC)” 

(DuFour & Mattos, 2013). Research indicates that educators in schools that have implemented 

PLCs are more likely to: 

 

Take collective responsibility for student learning and help students achieve at higher levels 

Work together collaboratively in sharing teaching strategies and engage in conversations about 

how to improve instruction 

Simultaneously improve both student achievement and the professional practice of teachers 

Remain in the education profession 

Principals must be active participants in the PLCs in order to collectively decide on the work that 

will be most beneficial to students. According to Rick DuFour, PLCs are more likely to improve 

teaching and learning than observations. 

 

MAKE EFFECTIVE DECISIONS 

How well schools collect, analyze and use data to inform decisions proves to be a key difference 

between high- and average-performing schools. Data collection, leadership regarding the use of 

data, collaboration and trust between and among teachers and administrators, and strategic 

decision making can lead to closing achievement gaps and meeting the needs of each student. 

Community-level, district-level, building-level, classroom-level and student-level data all have a 

role to play in terms of informing school leaders and decision makers about the issues, strengths 

and areas in need of improvement. A leader who uses data to inform and support decisions is 

more likely to get buy in from key players. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The climate in schools is really challenging, which increases the importance of looking to the 

best-practice research to determine a course of action. Needs must be prioritized and resources 

shared. No two schools face exactly the same issues, but many share similarities. Rely on your 

colleagues for support and advice. What have they done that has been successful? Invest some of 

your time in networking and sharing ideas with other school leaders, which will increase the 

likelihood of your success. Don’t “reinvent the wheel,” but pull together materials and resources 

and tailor them to meet the needs of your school. Creative thinking and collaboration are 

essential in reaching your school vision. 
 


